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E-MAIL TERMINAL AUTOMATICALLY 
CONVERTING CHARACTER STRING OF 

RECEPTION E-MAIL, AND E-MAIL SYSTEM 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This is a divisional of US. patent application Ser. 
No. 09/727,679, ?led Dec. 1, 2000, in the name of Shin 
ichiro IWATA, and entitled “E-mail Terminal Automatically 
Converting Character String of Reception E-mail, and 
E-mail System”. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates to an electronic mail 
terminal With a character string converting function and an 
electronic mail system. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0005] Recent years, a portable phone terminal is provided 
for a data transmission function in addition to a telephone 
function. The transmission and reception of an electronic 
mail is possible betWeen such portable phone terminals by 
use of the data transmission function of the portable phone 
terminal. For this reason, in the portable phone terminal, it 
is generally made possible to input not only alphanumeric 
characters but also Japanese characters including Kanji 
characters. In this Way, an advanced function is requested for 
character input and character display, While the portable 
phone terminal is requested to have a small siZe and a light 
Weight. Therefore, it is an important key to create a sentence 
ef?ciently With feW keys and also to display the sentence 
ef?ciently in a small display space. 

[0006] Conventionally, a method of using a pictograph 
called an icon has been generally used in such a situation. 
For eXample, a pictograph associated With a bicycle is used 
When the character string of “bicycle” is to be inputted. This 
alloWs the creation of a sentence to be made easy Without 
change the intention of the sentence, so that a display area 
can be saved. Such a technique is disclosed in Japanese Laid 
Open Patent Application (JP-A-Heisei 6-96056) as a ?rst 
conventional eXample Which describes a sentence creating 
technique using a pictograph. In the ?rst conventional 
eXample, it is supposed that the Japanese sentence of (“Hare 
nara tenisuWo siyou”; “Let’s play tennis, if Whether is ?ne” 
in English) is inputted by a user and a pictograph conversion 
is Instructed. In this case, morpheme analysis is carried out 
to divide the Japanese sentence into the character strings of 
“(hare)”, “(nara)”, “(tenisu)”, “(W0)”, and “(siyou)”. Then, a 
pictograph dictionary is used Which stores a correspondence 
relation betWeen phonetic expression and the pictograph of 
the Japanese character string. The pictograph dictionary is 
searched based on the character strings to retrieve picto 
graphs corresponding to the character strings of “hare” and 
“tenisu”. In this case, if there are a plurality of pictograph 
candidates for a single Japanese character string, the picto 
graph candidates are displayed for the user. The user selects 
one of the displayed pictograph candidates. 

[0007] By the Way, an electronic mail system betWeen the 
portable phone terminals has been conventionally con 
structed. HoWever, in recent years, it has become possible to 
connect the portable phone terminal to the Internet based on 
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the standard of WAP (Wireless Application Protocol), so that 
an electronic mail Which is sent on the Internet can be 
directly received by the portable phone terminal. 

[0008] HoWever, in the access to the Internet electronic 
mail by the portable phone terminal, there are folloWing 
problems. 
[0009] As the ?rst problem, visibility is not good When the 
Internet electronic mail is displayed. As mentioned above, 
the pictographs are used in the conventional electronic mail 
transmission and reception betWeen the portable phone 
terminals. HoWever, no countermeasure is generally taken in 
the Internet electronic mail. That is, the electronic mail 
including pictographs cannot be sent. Therefore, When a 
long Internet electronic mail is displayed on a small display 
area of the portable phone terminal, a screen sWitching 
operation is required to sWitch the screens. 

[0010] As the second problem, the Whole sentence of an 
electronic mail sometimes can not be received When the long 
Internet electronic mail is received by the portable phone 
terminal. The reason is that the maXimum electronic mail 
length is determined in the portable phone terminal elec 
tronic mail system, and a part of the electronic mail eXceed 
ing the maXimum electronic mail length is not possible to be 
received by the portable phone terminal. 
[0011] In conjunction With the above description, a com 
munications system and a digital communication terminal 
are disclosed in Japanese Laid Open Patent Application 
(J P-A-Heisei 10-98544). In this reference, a control unit (22) 
adds an originator number or various messages, Which are 
inputted from a key input section (21) to a sub-address data 
Which should be transmitted to a terminal on the side of 
reception on originating call. Also, the control unit (22) adds 
a code to the head of the data to identify a classi?cation of 
the data. Next, a transmitting and receiving section (10) and 
a communication control section (11) transmit the above 
sub-address data to the terminal on the side of reception on 
the originating call. On the other hand, in call arrival, a 
reception sub address recogniZing section (15) receives the 
sub-address data, Which is transmitted from the terminal on 
the side of transmission. The control unit (22) starts up a free 
character converting section (16), a ?Xed form sentence 
converting section (17), a pictograph converting section 
(18), and an originator number converting section (19) based 
on the code added to the sub-address data, and decodes the 
received data. The decoded data such as the originator 
number and the various messages are displayed on a display 
section. In this Way, a message notice function and an 
originator number notice function can be realiZed betWeen 
the different kinds of communications systems. 

[0012] Also, an image processing apparatus is disclosed in 
Japanese Laid Open Patent Application (JP-A-Heisei 
9-325958). In this reference, a character string before con 
version is displayed in a display area (905) of a conversion 
screen, and a character string after the conversion is dis 
played in a display area (906). These character strings are 
displayed in units of roWs character by character. Acharacter 
string of “” is speci?ed and a pictograph converting button 
(1202) is clicked. At that time, pictographs corresponding to 
the string are carried to arrangement positions of the picto 
graphs by a hamster CH1. The pictograph CH2 correspond 
ing to the character string of “” before the conversion is 
carried out above of the character of “”. Then, the character 
of “” is deleted from the screen. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0013] Therefore, an object of the present invention is to 
provide an electronic mail terminal, in Which a character 
string such as a Word of a sentence of an electronic mail can 
be automatically converted into a pictograph. 

[0014] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide an electronic mail terminal, in Which a character string 
of a sentence of a transmission electronic mail can be 
automatically converted into a pictograph, even if it is the 
transmission electronic mail is created Without using any 
pictographs. 

[0015] Still another object of the present invention is to 
provide an electronic mail terminal, in Which a character 
string of a sentence of a reception electronic mail can be 
automatically converted into a pictograph. 

[0016] Yet still another object of the present invention is to 
provide an electronic mail terminal, in Which meaning of a 
pictograph can be displayed, When a character string of a 
sentence of an electronic mail can be converted into the 
pictograph. 

[0017] It is also an object of the present invention to 
provide an electronic mail system, in Which a character 
string of a sentence of a transmission electronic mail can be 
automatically converted into a pictograph, even if it is the 
transmission electronic mail is created Without using any 
pictographs. 

[0018] In order to achieve an aspect of the present inven 
tion, an electronic mail terminal includes a display section, 
a conversion dictionary Which stores sets of a character 
string and a pictograph, a receiving section and a control 
section. The conversion dictionary stores sets of a character 
string and a pictograph. The receiving section receives an 
electric mail including a sentence as a conversion object 
sentence in a reception mode. The control section automati 
cally refers to the conversion dictionary based on each of 
character strings of the conversion object sentence in the 
reception mode to retrieve a speci?c pictograph correspond 
ing to the character string, When the pictograph correspond 
ing to the character string is registered in the conversion 
dictionary. Then, the control section converts the character 
string into the speci?c pictograph to produce a pictograph 
miXed sentence, and controls the display section to display 
the pictograph miXed sentence. 

[0019] Here, one of the pictographs of the displayed 
pictograph miXed sentence may be speci?ed. At this time, 
the control section may refer to the conversion dictionary 
based on the speci?ed pictograph in the reception mode to 
retrieve the character string corresponding to the speci?ed 
pictograph, and control the display section to display the 
retrieved character string. In this case, the control section 
may control the display section to display the pictograph 
miXed sentence and the retrieved character string at a same 
time. 

[0020] Also, the electronic mail terminal may further 
include an input section used to input a sentence in a 
transmission mode. At this time, the control section may 
refer to the conversion dictionary based on a speci?ed one 
of character strings of the inputted sentence in the transmis 
sion mode to retrieve a speci?c pictograph corresponding to 
the speci?ed character string, When the pictograph corre 
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sponding to the speci?ed character string is registered in the 
conversion dictionary. Then, the control section converts the 
speci?ed character string into the speci?c pictograph to 
produce a pictograph miXed inputted sentence, and controls 
the display section to display the pictograph miXed inputted 
sentence. In this case, the electronic mail terminal may 
further include a transmitting section Which transmits a 
transmission electronic mail in the transmission mode in 
response to a transmit instruction. The control section 
regards the pictograph miXed inputted sentence as the trans 
mission electric mail and issues the transmit instruction. 

[0021] Also, When the inputted sentence is a Kana sen 
tence, and the conversion dictionary stores sets of a Kana 
character string and a Kanji character string, the control 
section refers to the conversion dictionary based on each of 
speci?ed ones of Kana character strings of the inputted 
sentence in the transmission mode to converts the speci?ed 
character string into Kanji characters to produce a Kanji 
converted sentence, and regards the Kanji converted sen 
tence as the inputted sentence. 

[0022] In another aspect of the present invention, a 
method of displaying an electronic mail, is attained by 
receiving an electric mail including a sentence as a conver 
sion object sentence in a reception mode; by automatically 
converts each of character string into a pictograph in the 
reception mode to produce a pictograph miXed sentence 
When the pictograph corresponding to the character string is 
de?ned; and by displaying the pictograph miXed sentence. 

[0023] In this case, the method may further include: speci 
fying one of the pictographs of the displayed pictograph 
miXed sentence; determining a speci?c character string 
corresponding to the speci?ed pictograph; and displaying 
the speci?c character string. In this case, the pictograph 
miXed sentence and the speci?c character string may be 
displayed at a same time. 

[0024] Also, the method may further include: inputting a 
sentence in a transmission mode; converting a speci?ed one 
of character strings of the inputted sentence a speci?c 
pictograph corresponding to the speci?ed character string, to 
produce a pictograph miXed inputted sentence; and display 
ing the pictograph miXed inputted sentence. 

[0025] Also, the method may further include: transmitting 
the pictograph miXed inputted sentence in the transmission 
mode. 

[0026] Also, the method may be attained by converting 
each of speci?ed ones of Kana character strings of the 
inputted sentence into Kanji characters in the transmission 
mode, When the inputted sentence is a Kana sentence, 

[0027] In order to achieve still another aspect of the 
present invention, an electronic mail relaying apparatus 
include a conversion dictionary, a receiving section, a trans 
mitting section and a control section. The conversion dic 
tionary stores sets of a character string and a pictograph. The 
receiving section receives a reception electric mail including 
a sentence. The control section automatically refers to the 
conversion dictionary based on each of character strings of 
the sentence of the reception electric mail to retrieve a 
speci?c pictograph corresponding to the character string, 
When the pictograph corresponding to the character string is 
registered in the conversion dictionary. Then the control 
section converts the character string into the speci?c picto 
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graph to produce the transmission electric mail, and controls 
the transmitting section to transmit the transmission elec 
tronic mail. 

[0028] In order to achieve yet still another aspect of the 
present invention, an electronic mail apparatus includes a 
conversion dictionary, an input section and a control section. 
The conversion dictionary stores sets of codes of a ?rst 
expression format and codes of a second expression format, 
a code length of the ?rst expression format codes being 
longer than that of the second expression format codes. The 
input section inputs an electric mail including a ?rst sen 
tence composed of sequences of the ?rst expression format 
codes. The control section automatically refers to the con 
version dictionary based on each of the sequences of the ?rst 
expression format codes of the ?rst sentence to retrieve a 
speci?c sequence of the second expression format codes, 
and converts the sequence of the ?rst expression format 
codes into the speci?c sequence of the second expression 
format codes to produce a converted sentence. 

[0029] Also, the electronic mail apparatus may further 
include an output section. In this case, the control section 
controls the output section to output an electronic mail 
including the converted sentence. 

[0030] Also, When the input section inputs an electric mail 
including a second sentence composed of the sequences of 
?rst expression format codes and the sequences of second 
expression format codes, the control section automatically 
refers to the conversion dictionary based on each of the 
sequences of second expression format codes of the second 
sentence to retrieve a speci?c sequence of the ?rst expres 
sion format codes, and converts the sequence of the second 
expression format codes into the speci?c sequence of ?rst 
expression format codes to produce an original sentence. 
Also, When the electronic mail apparatus further includes a 
display section, the control section may control the display 
section to display the original sentence. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0031] FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing the hardWare 
structure of an electronic mail terminal according to the ?rst 
embodiment of the present invention; 

[0032] FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram shoWing the 
electronic mail terminal according to the ?rst embodiment of 
the present invention; 

[0033] FIGS. 3A and 3B are a diagram shoWing an 
example of font data and an inner structure example of a 
display section; 
[0034] FIG. 4 is a diagram shoWing a structure example of 
a Kana-Kanji conversion dictionary; 

[0035] FIG. 5 is a How chart shoWing an operation 
example at a Kanji-Pictograph converting section; 

[0036] FIG. 6 Is a How chart shoWing a reception elec 
tronic mail displaying operation example of the electronic 
mail control section; 

[0037] FIGS. 7A to 7C are diagrams shoWing a speci?c 
example of the operation of the Kanji-Pictograph converting 
section; 
[0038] FIGS. 8A and 8B are diagrams shoWing an 
example of a display screen of a reception electronic mail; 
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[0039] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of the second embodi 
ment of the present invention; and 

[0040] FIG. 10 is a block diagram shoWing an example of 
a pictograph converting mechanism provided for a mail 
server. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0041] Next, an electronic mail terminal of the present 
invention Will be described beloW in detail With reference to 
the attached draWings. 

[0042] FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing the structure of 
a portable phone terminal With the electronic mail function 
as the electronic mail terminal according to the ?rst embodi 
ment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 1, the 
portable phone terminal With the electronic mail function is 
composed of, as the hardWare structure, a CPU 1, a ROM 2 
connected With a bus 14, a RAM 3 used as a Work area, a 
radio control section 4, an LCD controller 6, a key matrix 
control section 8, a speech input section 11, a speech output 
section 13, a radio section 5 connected With a radio control 
section 4, an LCD 7 connected With an LCD controller 6, 
numeric keys 9 connected With a key matrix control section 
8, a microphone 10 connected With the speech input section 
11, and a speaker 12 connected With the speech output 
section 13. 

[0043] Various programs to operate the portable phone 
terminal, a Kana-Kanji conversion dictionary and a font data 
table are stored in the ROM 2. The CPU 1 controls each of 
the sections of the portable phone terminal in accordance 
With the programs stored in the ROM 2 to alloW the terminal 
to function as the portable phone terminal With the electronic 
mail function. The functional block of the portable phone 
terminal realiZed by the hardWare and the softWare is shoWn 
in FIG. 2. 

[0044] Referring to FIG. 2, the portable phone terminal 
With the electronic mail function in this embodiment is 
composed of, as a functional blocks, an input section 21, a 
speech input/output section 22, a display section 23, a 
communication section 24, a telephone control section 25, 
an electronic mail control section 26, a Kana-Kanji convert 
ing section 27, a Kanj i-Pictograph converting section 28 and 
a character string-pictograph conversion table 33. It should 
be noted that 29 denotes a Kana-Kanji conversion dictionary 
stored in the ROM 2. 

[0045] The input section 21 is a functional block, Which is 
realiZed by the key matrix control section 8, the numeric 
keys 9 and the programs. In the input section 21, the key 
operated on the numeric keys 9 is detected by the key matrix 
control section 8 and the detected key operation is noti?ed 
to the CPU 1 in the form of an interrupt signal. The input 
section 21 is used to input various instructions and data by 
the user. A sWitching operation of Whether the portable 
phone terminal is used as a portable phone or as an elec 
tronic mail terminal can be selected, and a dial number and 
a call originating instruction can be inputted When the 
portable phone terminal is used as the portable phone 
terminal. Also, transmission and reception instructions and a 
mail address and electronic mail sentences are inputted 
When the portable phone terminal is used as the electronic 
mail apparatus. 
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[0046] The speech input/output section 22 is a functional 
block Which is realized by the microphone 10, the speech 
input section 11, the speaker 12, and the speech output 
section 13, and is mainly used at the time of the portable 
phone terminal. The speech input section 11 contains an 
ampli?er, Which ampli?es an inputted speech signal from 
the microphone 10, and an analog-to-digital converter, 
Which converts the ampli?ed speech signal into a digital 
signal. The speech output section 13 contains a digital-to 
analog converter, Which converts a digital speech signal 
outputted from the CPU 1 into an analog signal, and an 
ampli?er, Which ampli?es the analog signal. 

[0047] The communication section 24 is a functional 
block, Which is realiZed by the radio control section 4, the 
radio section 5 and the programs, and is used at the time of 
communication With another telephone using a portable 
phone netWork, and at the time of the Internet connection. 
The radio control section 4 carries out the control of com 
munications protocols, and the radio section 5 contains a 
modulator, demodulator and a transmission and reception 
antenna. 

[0048] The display section 23 is a functional block Which 
is realiZed by the LCD controller 6, the LCD 7, a font data 
table (not shoWn) stored in the ROM 2 and the programs, 
and is used for the display of the dial number in the use as 
the portable phone and the display of a reception electronic 
mail in the use as the electronic mail terminal. An example 
of the font data and the internal structure example of the 
display section 23 are shoWn in FIGS. 3A and 3B. 

[0049] The LCD controller 6 basically has only the func 
tion to control the LCD 7 to display a dot on a speci?ed 
position. Therefore, font data as shoWn in FIG. 3A is used 
to display a character. The font data is prepared as a bit 
pattern in Which a display required dot is “1” and a display 
not-required dot is “0” When a character is expressed in a 
square lattice as shoWn in FIG. 3A. The font data is a display 
bit pattern of the character itself so that an amount of data 
is large. Also, the font data to the same character are different 
depending on the structure of the display section. Thus, the 
compatibility betWeen the fond data is loW. Therefore, the 
character is managed in the form of a character code, When 
the character is manipulated in a case other than the display. 

[0050] For example, as shoWn in FIG. 3A, the character 
code of “IWA” (rock in English) is predetermined to be 
“8AE2”. Thus, the character code of “8AE2” can be recog 
niZed as the character of “IWA” in any apparatuses. In case 
of the display of the character on the display section 23, a 
display requesting source designates the character code and 
the display position data to output to the font data converting 
section 31. The font data converting section 31 is realiZed by 
the program, Which is stored in the ROM 2. The font data 
converting section 31 refers to the font data table based on 
the character code to read out corresponding font data and 
display position data, and outputs a display request With the 
font data and the display position data to the LCD controller 
6. The LCD controller 6 controls the LCD 7 in accordance 
With the display request to display the character pattern of 
“IWA” on the LCD 7. Like the character of “IWA”, various 
pictographs are managed by use of the character codes and 
the font data. 

[0051] The telephone control section 25 is a functional 
block, Which is realiZed by the program, and is connected 
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With the input section 21, the speech input/output section 22, 
the display section 23 and the communication section 24. 
The telephone control section 25 carries out the controls of 
general functions of the portable phone such as the trans 
mission control and the reception control. 

[0052] The electronic mail control section 26 is a func 
tional block, Which is realiZed by the program, and is 
connected With the input section 21, the display section 23, 
the communication section 24, the Kana-Kanji converting 
section 27 and the Kanji-Pictograph converting section 28. 
The electronic mail control section 26 carries out the control 
of general functions relating to the transmission and recep 
tion of an electronic mail. 

[0053] The Kana-Kanji converting section 27 is a func 
tional block, Which is realiZed by the program. The Kana 
Kanji converting section 27 has a function to refer to the 
Kana-Kanji conversion dictionary 29 to convert Kana char 
acters inputted from input section 21 into kanji characters. 
An example of the Kana-Kanji conversion dictionary 29 is 
shoWn in FIG. 4. 

[0054] Referring to FIG. 4, the Kana-Kanji conversion 
dictionary 29 is mainly composed of tWo kinds of tables of 
a phonetic table 41 and a Word table 42. 

[0055] The phonetic table 41 stores a set of records for a 
predetermined phonetic expression. One record correspond 
ing to the phonetic expression is composed of a set of 
phonetic data 41-1 and a pointer (address) P1 to P5. The 
pointer points the address of a record corresponding to the 
phonetic expression in the Word table 42. A separator code 
(Sep) divides the phonetic data 41-1 and the pointer. 

[0056] The Word table 42 stores a set of records for every 
Word. One record corresponding to a Word is composed of 
a set of Word data 42-1 and pictograph data 42-2 corre 
sponding to the Word. Aseparator code (Sep) divides into the 
Word data 42-1 and the pictograph data 42-1. The pictograph 
data 42-1 is previously Written With a code of the pictograph, 
When the pictograph corresponding to the Word exists, and 
is Written With a NULL value (shoWn by “—” in FIG. 4), 
When the corresponding pictograph does not exist. 

[0057] For example, it is supposed that the Kana character 
string of “kouen” is inputted from the user through the input 
section 21 and the Kana-Kanji conversion is instructed. The 
Kana-Kanji converting section 27 searches a phonetic table 
41 for the records having the phonetic expression of 
“kouen”. Then, the Word table is searched based on the ?rst 
pointer so that the Kanji character string of “” (“kouen”; 
“park” in English) is determined as a candidate. Thus, the 
Kanji character string of “” is displayed on the display 
section 23 for the user. When this Kanji character string of 
“” is not the candidate Which the user Wants, the Kanji 
character string of “” ( “kouen”; “lecture” in English) Which 
is stored in the address pointed by the second pointer P2 in 
response to the operation of the user operation is displayed 
as the next candidate. Hereinafter, similarly, “” (“kouen”; 
“support” in English), “” (“kouen”; “performance” in 
English), and “” (“kouen”; “good performances” in English) 
are appropriately displayed, and the user can select a desired 
candidate. 

[0058] Also, it is supposed that the phonetic expression of 
“kouen” is inputted from the user through the input section 
21 and the Kana-pictograph conversion is instructed. In this 
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case, the records having the phonetic expression of “kouen” 
are searched from the phonetic table 41. Then, the picto 
graph of “” (“kouen”; “par ” in English) stored in the record 
of the Word table 42 Which is pointed by the ?rst pointer P1 
of one of the searched records is displayed on the display 
section as a candidate for the user. When this candidate is not 
the candidate Which the user Wants, the next candidate is 
displayed, as in the Kana-Kanji conversion. HoWever, in 
case of FIG. 4, only the pictograph of “” is stored in the 
Word table 42 as the pictograph corresponding to the pho 
netic expression of “kouen”. Therefore, the display of the 
next candidate is not carried out. It should be noted that a 
plurality of pictographs corresponding to the single phonetic 
expression might be displayed at a time so that the user can 
selects one of the plurality of pictographs. 

[0059] By using the Kana-Kanji converting section 27 
having the above mentioned function, the user creates an 
electronic mail sentence including the Kanji character 
strings and an electronic mail sentence including picto 
graphs and can transmit the electronic mail to another 
portable terminal through the electronic mail control section 
26. 

[0060] On the other hand, the Kanji-Pictograph converting 
section 28 receives the sentence of the received electronic 
mail from the electronic mail control section 26. Then, the 
Kanji-Pictograph converting section 28 refers to the Kana 
Kanji conversion dictionary 29 based on the Word (character 
string) of the electronic mail sentence, automatically sub 
stitutes a pictograph for the Word and sends the substituted 
sentence back to the electronic mail control section 26. The 
above-mentioned Kana-Kanji converting section 27 con 
verts “phonetic expression” into the pictograph but the 
Kanj i-Pictograph converting section 28 converts the Word in 
the electronic mail sentence into the pictograph directly 
Without converting the Word into the phonetic expression. 
More speci?cally, the Word table 42 of FIG. 4 is searched 
using the Word to be substituted of the electronic mail 
sentence as a key to retrieve the pictograph. An example of 
the processing is shoWn in FIG. 5. It should be noted that it 
is presupposed that an EOF (End Of File) code is stored as 
the last character of the electronic mail transferred from the 
electronic mail control section 26. In other Words, the EOF 
code is stored as the eleventh character if the sentence is 
composed of the total number of characters of “10”. 

[0061] Referring to FIG. 5, at ?rst, a variable i indicative 
of a character position is initialiZed to “1” and a variable j 
indicative of a Word character length is initialiZed to “0” 
(steps S1 and S2). Subsequently, a determination is carried 
out to see Whether or not the Word starting With the character 
Which exists on the character position i is registered on the 
Word table 42 (step S3). When the Word is not registered, the 
character, i.e., the character at the character position i is 
outputted just as it is. Also, the character position variable i 
is incremented by one (step S10). Then, When the next 
character is not the last character EOF (step S9), the control 
How returns to the initial procedure. 

[0062] When the Word starting With the character on the 
character position i is registered on the Word table 42, the 
Word length j is incremented by one (step s4). Then, a 
determination is carried out to see Whether the Word com 
posed of characters on the character positions i to i+j is 
registered on the Word table 42 (step S5). For example, When 
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the fourth character is (“ten , sky” or “heaven” in English) 
and the ?fth character is “” (“ki”; “feeling” or “look” in 
English), and i is four and j is one, it is determined Whether 
or not the Word of “” (“tenki”; “Weather” in English) is 
registered on the Word table 42. When the Word of “” is not 
registered, the characters on the character positions i to i+j—1 
are outputted just as it is. Also, the character variable is set 
to the character position of i+j (step S11). If the next 
character is not the last character EOF (step S9), the control 
How returns to the ?rst procedure. In other Words, the 
characters of the Word determined at the step S5 other than 
the last character are outputted and the same procedure is 
started from the last character once again. 

[0063] Next, it is determined Whether or not the above 
mentioned Word is unique in the Word table 42 (step S6). 
This means to determine Whether or not a Word composed of 
the Word of “” in the above-mentioned example and char 
acters folloWing the Word of “” is registered on the Word 
table 42. Only, if the Word is not unique, the control How 
returns to the step S4, and the Word length variable j is 
incremented by one to repeat the same procedure once again. 

[0064] When the above-mentioned Word is unique in the 
Word table 42, it is determined Whether or not the Word has 
a pictograph in the Word table 42 (step S7). When the Word 
has the pictograph, the pictograph is outputted together With 
the character positions i and i+j (step S8). The character 
positions are outputted. When the Word does not have the 
pictograph, the Word is outputted just as it is (step S12). 
When setting the character position variable is set to i+j+1 
in either case (steps S8 and S12). When the next character 
is not the last character EOF (step S9), the control How 
returns to the initial procedure. In other Words, the same 
procedure is repeated once again from the character next to 
the outputted Word. 

[0065] When the character of character position i is deter 
mined to be the EOF code in the step S9, the processing is 
ended at the point. 

[0066] Next, the operation of the portable phone terminal 
With the electronic mail function in this embodiment having 
the above mentioned structure Will be described. It should be 
noted that the operation When the portable phone terminal is 
used as the portable phone, and the operation When the 
portable phone terminal is used as the electronic mail 
apparatus are same as those of the conventional portable 
phone terminal With the electronic mail function. Therefore, 
a displaying operation of a reception electronic mail Which 
is one feature of this embodiment Will be described in detail. 

[0067] For example, it is supposed that the Internet elec 
tronic mail is received by the communication section 24 
through a portable phone netWork in response to an opera 
tion of the input section 21 by the user. In this case, the 
electronic mail control section 26 starts a reception elec 
tronic mail displaying process as shoWn in FIG. 6. First, the 
electronic mail sentence of the reception electronic mail is 
transferred to the Kanji-Pictograph converting section 28 to 
substitute pictographs for Words in the electronic mail 
sentence (step S21). The operation of the Kanji-Pictograph 
converting section 28 in this case is already described With 
reference to FIG. 5. Then, the substituted electronic mail 
sentences and the position data of the Word before the 
substitution for every pictograph are returned to the elec 
tronic mail control section 26. The electronic mail control 
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section 26 transfers the returned electronic mail sentences 
and the returned display positions to the display section 23 
such that the returned electronic mail sentences are dis 
played on a predetermined area of the LCD 7 (step S22). 

[0068] After that, every time the pictograph in the dis 
played electronic mail sentences is pointed from the user by 
a pointing means such as a cursor (step S23). the electronic 
mail control section 26 supplies the Word before the substi 
tution corresponding to the pointed pictograph and the 
display positions of the Word to display section 23 such that 
the electronic mail sentences including the Word is displayed 
in another area of the LCD 7 (step S24). Then, When a 
display end instruction is supplied from the input section 21 
(step S25), the process of FIG. 6 is ended. It should be noted 
that the Word before the substitution corresponding to the 
pictograph is the Word of the electronic mail sentences 
before the substitution Which is speci?ed by the character 
position data Which is returned from the Kanji-Pictograph 
converting section 28 at the step S8 of FIG. 5 together With 
the pictograph. 

[0069] Hereinafter, a speci?c example of the displaying 
method of reception electronic mail Will be described. 

[0070] For example, it is supposed that the electronic mail 
of “” (Kyouha haredattanode jitensyaninotte kouennhe iki 
masita”; “I Went to a park on a bicycle since it Was ?ne 
today” in English) is received, as shoWn in FIG. 7A. When 
the reception electronic mail is transferred from the elec 
tronic mail control section 26, the Kanji-Pictograph con 
verting section 28 refers to the Word table 42 to Words in the 
electronic mail sentence into the pictographs. FIG. 7B 
shoWs a list of Words of the Word table 42 Which are 
coincident With the Words of the electronic mail sentence. 
The Word of “” (“kyou”; “today” in English) is unique in the 
Word table 42 but the pictograph is not de?ned or registered. 
Therefore, the Word of “” is outputted just as it is. Subse 
quently, because the Word of “” (“Wa” ) is not present in the 
Word table 42, the Word of “” is outputted just as it is. 
Similarly, the Words of “” (“tenki”) and “” (“ga”) are 
outputted just as they are for the same reason. The Word of 
“” (“hare”; “?ne” in English) is uniquely present in the Word 
table 42, and a pictograph is de?ned. Therefore, the picto 
graph is outputted in place of the Word of “”. Hereinafter, by 
folloWing the procedure of FIG. 5, three Words of “” 
(“jitensya”; “bicycle” in English), and “” (“kouen”; “park” 
in English) are converted into the pictographs, as shoWn in 
FIG. 7C. 

[0071] The electronic mail control section 26 controls the 
display section to display the electronic mail sentence Which 
is converted by the Kanji-Pictograph converting section 28, 
in a predetermined display area 71 of the LCD 7, as shoWn 
in FIG. 8A. At this point of time, a cursor 73 is located on 
not the pictograph but a character portion. Therefore, 
“meaning:” is only displayed in a display area 72 Which is 
provided in a loWer portion of the display area 71. 

[0072] Next, When the cursor 73 is moved onto the pic 
tograph Which expresses the bicycle by the user as shoWn in 
FIG. 8B, the electronic mail control section 26 determines 
the Word of “” before the conversion based on the character 
position data and the reception electronic mail sentence 
Which have been outputted from the Kanji-Pictograph con 
verting section 28 together With the pictograph of the 
bicycle. Then, the Word of “” is displayed in the display area 
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72, as shoWn in FIG. 8B. This operation alloWs the user to 
easily recogniZe the meaning of the displayed pictograph, 
even if the user cannot recogniZe the meaning of the 
pictograph. 

[0073] As mentioned above, the contents of an electronic 
mail is easy to understand When the electronic mail is read 
even if a display area is narroW. The reason is that the Words 
are converted into the pictographs in case of display of the 
electronic mail so that the characters in the Whole sentence 
can be decreased. Therefore, more data can be displayed in 
the narroW display area. 

[0074] Also, the original sentence can be immediately 
referred to in case of pictograph display. The reason is that 
the original Word before the conversion can be displayed 
When the user moves the cursor to the position of the 
pictograph in the display state of the converted electronic 
mail. 

[0075] Also, it is not necessary to neWly prepare a corre 
spondence table of the Word and the pictograph. The reason 
is that the conversion or substitution is realiZed by diverting 
the Kana-kanji conversion dictionary and by adding a pic 
tograph to the Word table. 

[0076] It should be noted that in this embodiment, a Word 
of the reception electronic mail sentence is alWays converted 
into a pictograph and displayed, When the pictograph cor 
responding to the Word is registered. HoWever, a ?ag may be 
provided in the electronic mail control section 26 to sWitch 
an effective state and invalid state of the pictograph con 
verting function. In this case, only When this ?ag is set by the 
user to make the pictograph converting function effective, 
the Word of the reception electronic mail sentence is auto 
matically converted into the pictograph and displayed. Also, 
When the pictograph converting function is made invalid, the 
reception electronic mail sentence is displayed just as it is. 

[0077] Also, as the Word table, Which stores the corre 
spondence relation of the Word and the pictograph, the 
Kana-Kanji conversion dictionary is used. HoWever, the 
Word table of exclusive use may be used. In this case, it is 
suf?cient for only the Words corresponding to the existing 
pictographs to be present in the Word table. 

[0078] Also, the Word before the substitution correspond 
ing to the pictograph speci?ed by the cursor is determined 
from the original electronic mail sentence and the position 
data obtained in the converting process in the Kanji-Picto 
graph converting section 28. HoWever, the record of the 
Word table 42 is searched using the pictograph speci?ed by 
the cursor as a key, to determine a Word before the conver 
sion. 

[0079] Also, in this embodiment, the present invention is 
applied to the portable phone terminal With the electronic 
mail function. HoWever, the present invention is possible to 
Widely apply to the apparatus Which has an electronic mail 
function. 

[0080] In addition, a sentence inputted from the input 
section and composed of codes of a ?rst expression format 
is subjected to the pictograph conversion to have codes of a 
second expression format. Then, the sentence including the 
pictographs is transmitted. On the reception end, the picto 
graphs may be automatically returned to the character codes 
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of the ?rst expression format. In this case, the mail length to 
be transmitted can be shortened. 

[0081] In the ?rst embodiment, the conversion from the 
Word into the pictograph is carried out on the side of the 
terminal. HoWever, in the second embodiment, the conver 
sion is carried out in a mail server 91, Which is provided in 
a portable phone netWork 90, as shoWn in FIG. 9. An 
electronic mail destined to a portable phone terminal 92 With 
the electronic mail function Which is sent via the Internet 93 
is accumulated in the mail server 91. The electronic mail 
Which is stored in the mail server 91 is doWnloaded on the 
portable phone terminal 92 and is displayed. Therefore, if a 
Word is converted into a pictograph in the mail server 91 
before the doWnload, the converting operation shoWn in the 
How chart of FIG. 5 on the side of portable phone terminal 
92 becomes unnecessary. 

[0082] An eXample of the pictograph convert mechanism 
Which is provided for the mail server 91 is shoWn in FIG. 
10. A ?le apparatus 100 accumulates electronic mails des 
tined to the portable phone terminal and sent via the Internet 
93. A Word table 101 is the table Which stores correspon 
dence relation of the Word and the pictograph. A Kanji 
Pictograph converting section 102 refers to the Word table 
101 to automatically convert Words in the electronic mail 
sentence Which is accumulated in the ?le apparatus 100 into 
the pictographs, in the same method as that of the Kanji 
Pictograph converting section 28 of FIG. 2. The conversion 
may be carried out each time a neW electronic mail is stored 
in the ?le apparatus 100. Instead, the conversion may be 
carried out to the electronic mail to be doWnloaded imme 
diately before the portable phone terminal 92 doWnloads the 
electronic mail. 

[0083] It should be noted that the eXisting portable phone 
92 can be used just as it is as the portable phone terminal 
With the electronic mail function. HoWever, the Word table 
like the Word table 101 may be provided. Also, a function 
may be provided to search the Word table based on the 
pictograph speci?ed by a cursor from the user to retrieve the 
Word corresponding to the speci?ed pictograph and to 
display the retrieved Word on a display area 72, as shoWn in 
FIG. 8. In this case, the user can recogniZe the meaning of 
the displayed pictograph. 

[0084] According to the second embodiment, the folloW 
ing effect is attained in addition to the effect in the ?rst 
embodiment. 

[0085] First, the ?rst effect is in that it is possible to reduce 
the possibility that the Whole teXt of the electronic mail is not 
displayed. In the portable phone electronic mail system 
often de?nes the maXimum electronic mail length and the 
part of the electronic mail eXceeding the maXimum elec 
tronic mail length cannot be received on the side of the 
portable phone terminal. HoWever, according to the present 
invention, the possibility to be against the limitation 
becomes loW by previously converting Words into picto 
graphs on the side of the mail server so that the number of 
the characters in the sentence can be reduced. 

[0086] The second effect is in that the resource load and 
the processing load on the side of the portable phone 
terminal can be reduced. It is not necessary to incorporate 
pictographs into the Word table. Also, the converting opera 
tion shoWn in the How chart of FIG. 5 is not necessary in 
case of electronic mail display. 
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[0087] The present invention is described using the 
embodiments. HoWever, the present invention is not limited 
only to above embodiments and various types of additional 
modi?cations are possible. For eXample, in each of the 
embodiments, a Word is converted into the pictograph. 
HoWever, the present invention is not limited to the conver 
sion of the Word into the pictograph. In the present inven 
tion, an optional character string may be converted into a 
pictograph. The optional character string includes a Word, an 
idiom composed of plurality of Words, a phrase, and a 
sentence. Also, the present invention may be applied to a 
terminal of the English notation. In case of English, it is 
necessary to neWly provide a table storing correspondence 
relation of an English Word and a pictograph, because there 
is no system for Kana-Kanji conversion. In the case of 
English, the conversion from the Word into the pictograph is 
easy because a Word is separated from another Word by a 
space. 

[0088] As described above, the folloWing effect is attained 
in accordance With the present invention. 

[0089] The contents of an electronic mail is easy to 
understand When the electronic mail is read even if a display 
area is narroW. The reason is that the Words are converted 
into the pictographs in case of display of the electronic mail 
so that the characters in the Whole sentence can be 
decreased. Therefore, more data can be displayed in the 
narroW display area. 

[0090] The original sentence can be immediately referred 
to in case of pictograph display. The reason is that the 
original Word before the conversion can be displayed When 
the user moves the cursor to the position of the pictograph 
in the display state of the converted electronic mail. 

[0091] It is not necessary to neWly prepare a correspon 
dence table of the Word and the pictograph, by diverting the 
Kana-kanji conversion dictionary for adding a pictograph to 
the Word table. 

[0092] First, the ?rst effect is in that it is possible to reduce 
the possibility that the Whole teXt of the electronic mail is not 
displayed. In the portable phone electronic mail system 
often de?nes the maXimum electronic mail length and the 
part of the electronic mail eXceeding the maXimum elec 
tronic mail length cannot be received on the side of the 
portable phone terminal. HoWever, according to the present 
invention, the possibility to be against the limitation 
becomes loW by previously converting Words into picto 
graphs on the side of the mail server so that the number of 
the characters in the sentence can be reduced. Also, because 
the converting process to the Word table and the pictograph 
on the side of the terminal becomes unnecessary, there is an 
effect Which a resource load and a processing load can be 
reduced on the side of the terminal. 

What is claimed is: 

1. A method of displaying an electronic mail, comprising: 
receiving an electric mail including a sentence as a conver 
sion object sentence in a reception mode; automatically 
converts each of character string into a pictograph in said 
reception mode to produce a pictograph miXed sentence 
When said pictograph corresponding to said character string 
is de?ned: and displaying said pictograph miXed sentence. 
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2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: 
specifying one of said pictographs of the displayed picto 
graph miXed sentence; determining a speci?c character 
string corresponding to said speci?ed pictograph; and dis 
playing said speci?c character string. 

3. The method according to claim 2, Wherein said dis 
playing includes: displaying said pictograph miXed sentence 
and said speci?c character string at a same time. 

4. The method according to claim 2, further comprising: 
inputting a sentence in a transmission mode; converting a 
speci?ed one of character strings of said inputted sentence a 
speci?c pictograph corresponding to said speci?ed character 
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string, to produce a pictograph miXed inputted sentence; and 
displaying said pictograph miXed inputted sentence. 

5. The method according to claim 4, further comprising: 
transmitting said pictograph miXed inputted sentence in said 
transmission mode. 

6. The method according to claim 5, Wherein said inputted 
sentence is a Kana sentence, said method further comprises: 
converting each of speci?ed ones of Kana character strings 
of said inputted sentence into Kanji characters in said 
transmission mode. 


